Harvest Appeal

All you need
to grow
Activities for children aged 5–11

Through our children’s harvest resources, young people can play a vital role in
learning about poverty in an age-appropriate way, as well as being encouraged to
pray for people around the world who are struggling with hunger.
Below you can find a plan for a 50-minute children’s group session aimed at 5- to
11-year-olds but adaptable for other age groups. You can use the session in its
entirety or swap activities in and out to fit the usual plan for your group.
If you’re planning an all-age service, the craft and prayer station can easily be set up
in the main service with the children sharing their prayers at the end of the service.

Intro and storytime (15 minutes)
Discuss with the children what is needed for plants,
people or animals to be able to grow. Make a list of
their ideas on a board or a sheet of paper. Explain to
the children that in the group today, as it’s Harvest
time and we give thanks for the food we eat, you
will be looking at what the Bible says about growing
and hearing about a family in Nepal who have been
struggling to grow. Show the children where Nepal is
on a map or a globe and talk about what the country
might be like.
Explain that the Bible is full of stories about plants and
growing and harvests, because many people would
have been farmers or would grow their own food in
Bible times. Jesus used to tell lots of stories about
growing because the people listening would have
understood the story.

Read a child-friendly version of the Parable of the
Sower from Matthew 13:1-24 or search online for an
animated version of the story.
Talk through with the group what happened to the
seeds. Why didn’t some of them grow? What did the
seeds need to grow? What happened to the seed that
fell on good soil? What do they think the story means?
Explain that Jesus was telling the story to explain that
to stay strong as a follower of Jesus, we need to have
good conditions – like a plant needs – to grow in faith
and stay close to God. Discuss with the group what
things we might need to do to look after our faith.
We also need certain things to have the freedom
to grow physically as well as spiritually. As a group,
come up with your Top Ten Things that people need to
be able to live life to the full. You could include food,
water, shelter, education, etc.
Above: Production in Mahima’s field is increasing. Rukum East
District, Nepal.
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Mahima uses the irrigation system in her
field in Rukum East District, Nepal.

Meet Mahima (10 mins)
Show the picture of Mahima. Mahima is a
farmer with three children who lives in Nepal, a
country in Asia. Families like her have lived in the
same town for years and years, but now many
are having to leave and live far away. This is
because the community was used to a lot of rain,
which watered their crops and so they had plenty
of food.
But now the weather has changed. They no
longer get a lot of rain and the crops they plant
wither and do not grow. This has led to lots of
hunger and so people from Mahima’s village are
having to move away to big cities to find work
and food. The community has become small and
there are fewer young people living there.

What do you think would happen in
your town or village if lots of people
moved away?
The good news is that Tearfund has worked
with Mahima’s community to install a watering
system, which gives the crops the water they
need to grow. They also set up community
groups, for people like Mahima to learn new
farming skills.
‘After the irrigation came, we don’t have to worry
now… we get to eat organic – it’s true – from our
own farm,’ says Mahima.

Mahima at home in a village in the Rukum East District, Nepal
with two of her children, daughters Namrata (6) and Khusi (3).

The irrigation (watering) systems are reviving
not just the plants but local communities too!
Mahima now has more than enough to feed her
family. She – and many farmers like her – are
now setting up businesses to earn an income
from their produce.
Ask the group what they think about Mahima’s
story. What were the challenges Mahima faced?
Why do they think the weather has changed?
How has Mahima dealt with those challenges?
In what ways is her story like the parable of
the sower? How can we help people around the
world, like Mahima, who don’t have enough to
eat and live in difficult conditions?
Explain that one of the ways we can all help is
to pray for Mahima and families like hers, asking
God to bring about change so that everyone has
everything they need to grow.
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Mahima and her two of her children having their lunch together.
Rukum East District, Nepal

Game:

Getting crafty:

Mahima has had to face many
challenges and obstacles to get to the
point of having enough food to eat. So,
if you have space, set up an obstacle
course for children to complete. If
space is tight, make a mini-golf course
with challenges to navigate – or even
a course on a table-top where the
children have to blow a table-tennis
ball around with a straw.

What you will need:
• Paper plate
• Card in varying autumnal shades
• Ribbon
• Glue

Getting around obstacles
(10 mins)

Make a harvest wreath
(15 minutes)

Instructions
Depending on the ages of the children, you
may want to pre-prepare the first two steps.
Cut the inside of your paper plate out,
leaving only the rim to make your wreath.
Cut out different leaf shapes from the card.

Additional activity:

Sow some seeds
If time allows, plant and look after
some autumn-growing seeds.
Encourage the children to pray for
Tearfund and for Mahima’s community
every time they water the seeds.

Encourage the children to write and draw
their prayers and hopes for people in poverty
on the leaves. They could draw hearts,
smiley faces, plants, houses etc, or write
words such as ‘hope’ or ‘love’.
Glue your leaves to the wreath shape and
then attach a looped ribbon at the top to
hang it with.
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